
We’re confident you’ ll love your gorgeous new Next 
 furniture. However, it’s worth making absolutely certain 

before you put it all together.  
So, let’s quickly run through these three steps:

TIPS FOR RETURNS
Not completely happy with the product? No problem.

We just need everything back in the original packaging, so follow the steps below
 and this will ensure a super-smooth returns process and no delay to your refund.

1. COLOUR  
Make sure you’re happy with the colour 

No need to unpack everything, just check the first component.

2. PROTECTIVE PACKAGING 
If you’re happy, then it’s time to get opening! Start by laying everything out

on the protective packaging – this will prevent anything getting scratched.

3. PARTS PAGE  
Finally, double check you have all the pieces by referencing 

the parts page of the instructions.

•  Check everything is there (the ‘parts page’ 
is a handy checklist).

•  Pop all the loose fittings and fixtures into 
the packaging provided or tie them up in a 
plastic bag.

•  Wrap all the big components back  
up in the original protective packaging.

•  Close up the box and seal it securely  
(don’t be afraid to use plenty of tape).

DO DON’T
•  Leave anything assembled -  

all components should be dismantled  
and separately packed.

•  Put loose fixtures and fittings straight 
into the box.

•  Throw it back in the box carelessly –  
as it may get damaged.

Then just give us a call on 0333 777 8999 and we’ll sort out a pick up time for you.

BEFORE YOU GET 
STARTED...
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Thank you for choosing your upholstery from Next. Next Home has created an exclusive collection of 
upholstery and this leaflet is designed to help you prolong the life of your new sofa. Please read this leaflet 
and keep it for future reference. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FRAMES 
Next upholstery frames are constructed of wood taken from managed sources or plantations.   All frames 
comply with European standards for strength and stability. 
 

FABRICS AND FILLINGS 
All covers and fillings comply with the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988 (as 
amended).  All fabrics comply with appropriate British and European Standards.  
Unless otherwise stated in the Directory, Next upholstery is treated with a soil and stain resistant treatment. 
 
Next Upholstery is designed and made for domestic use only. 

 

 
CLEANING AND CARING FOR YOUR UPHOLSTERY 

 
 
REGULAR CLEANING 
Vacuum clean your upholstery at least once a week on a low setting, the removal of dust may be improved 
by pre-brushing with a soft brush.  Accumulated dirt will accelerate wear and tear. 
 

FIXED COVERS 
We recommend that your fixed cover sofa is professionally cleaned in situ.  Cushion covers, scatter cushions 
and arm caps should only be cleaned in situ (unless the care label on the product states otherwise). Zips on 
cushions are for ease of manufacture only. 
 

CARE OF CUSHIONS 
Reversible cushions should be turned regularly; switch position of cushions where possible as this will 
reduce soiling and promote even wear. Plump back and seat cushions daily. 
 

GENERAL USAGE 
Your upholstery is designed to be sat on in comfort. In order to maintain the appearance and shape of your 
sofa avoid sitting on the arms or back. Take care not to snag fabric with sharp edged toys, buckles, jewellery 
or by allowing pets to claw furniture to prevent permanent damage to your upholstery. 

 
PROLONGED SUNLIGHT 
It is not advisable to expose upholstery to direct sunlight for prolonged periods as this may result in the fabric 
fading. Protect your upholstery by drawing curtains or blinds. 

 
PILE FABRICS (velvet, chenille etc) 
Due to the nature of the fabric construction, pile fabrics will be subject to some creasing, crushing and 
shading in use.  This is a characteristic of these fabric types and not considered as a fault.   Velvets would 
benefit from light brushing with a soft brush to maintain pile appearance. 

Upon delivery please inspect your upholstery thoroughly; 
If for any reason you are unhappy with the product please telephone our customer 

services department for further advice: 

 
Home Customer Services: 0333 777 8999 

 
This does not affect your statutory rights 
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LOOSE COVERS 
Before washing or cleaning ensure that valance rods are removed and follow the instructions shown on the 
sewn in care label. When covers are washable, do not soak, do not tumble dry, do not exceed 40°C and  
always use a ‘Colour’ washing detergent (optical brighteners will fade your fabric). Always clean your set of 
covers at the same time or in consecutive loads, (do not overload the washing machine).  Wash covers 
inside out and iron whilst damp if permitted. Fit covers back onto the frame whilst slightly damp and tension 
the seams to fit. 
 
 

HOW TO DRESS LOOSE COVERS 
In order to maintain a tidy appearance during use and after cleaning your loose covers will require regular-
adjustment (re-dressing). Follow the steps below: 
Step 1: Remove the seat and back cushions. Find the two top back corners of your loose cover and standing 
behind your sofa, place these over the top back corners of the sofa. 
Step 2: Gently pull the arms of the cover down each arm in turn. 
Step 3: Insert valance rods (where applicable). Loosely pull the cover over the front of the seat platform. 
Step 4: Starting at the top of the back of the sofa ensure the seam in the cover runs along the outside back 
edge of the sofa back and gently smooth the inside back down to the seat platform. 
Step 5: Ensure the arms are fitted squarely with the seams following the edges of the arms. 
Step 6: Neaten the cover ensuring it is securely attached to the Velcro (where fitted) under the arms and the 
back of the frame to minimise any movement of the cover during use.  Fasten zips and tighten ties (where 
applicable), this will help to improve the fit around the frame. 
Step 7: Gently smooth the cover over the seat area, tucking excess fabric in around the seat platform and 
from the top back and inside edges of arms tuck excess fabric into the recess provided. 
Step 8: Re-fit the valance rods (where applicable). 
Step 9: Ensure cushion cover seams are in line with cushion edges and fibre filled cushions are well 
plumped, replace cushions as necessary. 
 
 

CARING FOR FABRICS TREATED WITH SOIL AND STAIN RESIST TREATMENTS 
Clean up spills immediately. The longer spills are allowed to remain, the more difficult they are to remove.  
Use an absorbent cloth, facial tissue or sponge to blot up spots and spills. Be careful not to rub the stain 
deeper into the fabric. If the spill is solid or semi-solid (like butter or ketchup) remove the excess by gently 
lifting it off with a blunt knife or spatula.  Often gentle blotting will remove all traces, but if the spillage mark 
cannot be removed completely, use the appropriate spot cleaning technique listed below. 
 
Note: Before using any stain removing agent it should be tested. The test should be carried out on a hidden 
area of the fabric to ensure that it is colourfast and will not damage the fabric. With velvet upholstery it is 
advisable to spot clean, wiping in the direction of the pile (so that the pile lays down). When the fabric is dry, 
brush gently, first against, then with the pile. Never try to remove stains with household detergents such as 
washing up liquid. 
 

WATER BASED STAINS 
Water based stains (including ketchup, soft drinks, wine and alcoholic beverages) should be removed using 
a good proprietary brand upholstery shampoo. Follow the manufacturers directions and do not exceed the 
recommended dilution rates.  Use a new clean absorbent cloth, turn the cloth frequently to expose a clean 
surface, use a dabbing action rather than rubbing or scrubbing, use mixture sparingly, work from the outer 
edge of the stain towards its centre to prevent spreading. Always rinse out upholstery shampoo with warm 
(not hot) water. 
 

OIL BASED STAINS 
Oil based stains (including salad dressing, butter and greasy foods) should be cleaned with a spot remover 
containing dry cleaning fluid, which may be obtained from most supermarkets and hardware shops, follow 
the manufacturers instructions. Use a new clean absorbent cloth to apply the fluid, dab the stain from the 
outer edge towards the centre of the stain, do not rub or scrub as this will spread the spillage. 
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BEFORE YOU START

Warnings

Do’s

Don’ts

Missing parts

If you are missing any fixtures and fitting for your product please

contact our customer service team on 0333 777 8999 and they will be

happy to arrange for a replacement to be sent to you free of charge.

Home service technicians

You can write to us at

Home Customer services

Next Retail Ltd,

Desford Road

Leicester

LE19 4AT

To view our full furniture range please visit

www.next.co.uk

1 persons to assembly

Number of people required to assemble

Time to Assemble

30 minutes

We suggest you retain these instructions for future reference

Keep fittings out of children's reach and keep children well

away from the construction area

This product should only be used on firm, level ground

For self-assembled products, please periodically check all fittings

 and re-tighten as necessary

Avoid exposing the furniture to excessive heat or direct sunlight

 as this can cause deterioration of the colour

Unwrap all packaging materials and place the components on top

 of the carton box or on a clean floor to protect it from damage

We suggest you spend a short time reading through this leaflet

 before you start

When you are ready to start, make sure that you have the right

 tools and plenty of space

Unwrap all packaging materials and place the components on a

 clean surface to protect it from damage

For self-assembled products, we recommend that the packaging

 is used to protect the surfaces during assembly

Carefully check that you have all the parts before beginning

assembly

Due to the size of the product we recommend that it is unpacked

 in the room intended for use

If the glass is chipped or broken, stop using the product and

consult the supplier

When cleaning glass panels use a damp cloth with washing up

 liquid or soft soap if necessary. Do not use washing powders

 or any other substances containing abrasives since these

substances scratch glass panel

The product complies with BS EN 12520

Do not drag or pull your furniture

Do not use silicone based furniture polish. Silicone in furniture

polishes can break down the finish

Do not place very hot or very cold items on the glass surface,

 unless adequately thick table mats or coasters are used to prevent

 such items from coming into contact with the glass

Do not use glass as a chopping surface. Do not strike the glass with

 hard or pointed items
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GETTING TO KNOW YOUR PRODUCT

Ref
Dimensions

visual
Qty

1

2

3

1

1

1

4

5

1

1

45x35x13cm

29.8x6x6cm

FLEUR STOOL

29.8x6x6cm

29.8x6x6cm

29.8x6x6cm
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Fixture and Fittings supplied(actual size)

FLEUR STOOL

Just to let you know we have included a small quantity of fixings in case of mishap,

so donôt worry if youôve got a few left when youôve finished.

REF

B

C

D

E

DIMENSIONS

80x30MM

12x43MM

12x2.5MM

19x1.5MM

QTY

Spare

Part*

mm 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

1

8

8

8

0

1

1

1
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E

D

C

B

Bx1

80x30mm 12x43mm 12x2.5mm 19x1.5mm

Cx8 Dx8 Ex8
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Actual product size
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